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Adventure Awaits

Jordan’s Hidden Treasures… RSCN’s Nature Reserves

Are you an adventurous hiker, bird
watcher, nature lover, biker, or camper?
Do you enjoy archeological sites?
Are you interested in abseiling and
swimming?
Or are you simply looking for a healthy
change and a chance to enjoy the
tranquility of nature?
The Royal Society for the Conservation
of Nature invites you to visit Jordan’s
nature reserves and enjoy unique and
memorable experiences.

Nature is Calling You to Visit
Wild Jordan Center

Eco-tourism Unit:
Tel: (+962 6) 4616 523
Email: tourism@rscn.org.jo

The Nature Shop:
Tel: (+962 6) 4633 718
Email: sales@rscn.org.jo
For the cafe & special events
Tel: (+962 6) 4633 542
Special Events: (+962) 79 7000 218

www.wildjordan.com

Dana Biosphere Reserve

Tel: (+962 3) 2270 497 or (+962) 79 9111 434
Email: dhana@rscn.org.jo

Feynan Ecolodge

Feynan is operated by EcoHotels in partnership with RSCN.
Tel: (+962 6) 4645 580 or (+962) 78 7777 240
Email: reservations.feynan@ecohotels.me
www.feynan.com

Mujib Biosphere Reserve

Beautiful Natural Treasures
Jordan’s natural treasures
include Ecotourism facilities
and services at:
- Yarmouk Forest Reserve
- Ajloun Forest Reserve
- Dibeen Forest Reserve
- Azraq Wetland Reserve
- Shaumari Wildlife Reserve
- Mujib Biosphere Reserve
- Dana Biosphere Reserve

Mujib Chalets: (+962) 79 7203 888
Water Trails: (+962) 79 9074 960
Email: mujib.reserve@rscn.org.jo
Hidan Adventures Center
(+962) 77 7500 407
alhidanco@gmail.com

Ajloun Forest Reserve

Tel: (+962 79) 9062 210
Email: ajlounreservation@rscn.org.jo

Dibeen Forest Reserve
Tel: (+962) 79 9029 497

Azraq Wetland Reserve & Azraq Lodge
Tel: (+962 5) 3835 017
Email: azraqtourism@rscn.org.jo

The Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature
Tel: (+962 6) 5337 931/2
Email: adminrscn@rscn.og.jo

www.rscn.org.jo

Wild Jordan Center

A City Retreat for Nature Lovers

The Wild Jordan Center, magnificently located overlooking the old
city of Amman, the Citadel, and the huge Jordanian flag is owned
by the Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature and operated by
ATICO Fakhreldin Group, a Jordanian holding company operating in
multi-service hospitality
management.

Ecotourism

Wild Jordan adventures offer eco-tourists an awe-inspiring variety
of destinations to explore and action-packed activities to enjoy. Visit
one or more of Jordan’s nature reserves, the best way to discover the
vastly different scenery and nature around Jordan. For adventurers,
camping, safaris, canyoning, hiking and cycling are some of the best
ways to experience Jordan.

The Nature Shop

Wild Jordan crafts are 100% authentic Jordanian products that
support the livelihoods of underprivileged communities residing in
and around RSCN managed nature reserves. Your purchase helps to
sustain nature conservation programs in Jordan.
The unique and high-quality products are wonderful as souvenirs,
gifts or to decorate your home, and can be customized for corporate
and large orders.

Dining

The Dining experience at the Wild Jordan Center is divided into
different sections including The View, The Trail, The Hub and The
Family Room. Each area is designed to accommodate guests in an
outstanding atmosphere.
The menu is healthy and wholesome with an emphasis on local
cuisine using the finest fresh ingredients, aiming to support local
community projects.

Lodges

The Center offers unique services including five long-term Lodges,
which are furnished to provide basic needs to residents in a simple
environmentally friendly modern atmosphere.

Meeting Rooms

Wild Jordan offers exquisite training and conference rooms that are
versatile to fit various requirements.
Azraq Room has a capacity of 25 pax in a u-shape setup, 40 pax in
a classroom setup, 35 pax for workgroups, and 75 pax for a theatre
style set up.
The Tree Room has a capacity of 22 pax for a u-shape setup, 30 pax
for a classroom set up, 30 pax for workgroups and 40 pax for a
theatre style set up.
Yarmouk Room has a capacity of 20 pax, occupies up to 22 people in
a U-shaped set up and occupies up to 40 pax in a workgroup/theatre
style.
*The Wild Jordan Center is a smoke-free premise.

Directions

The Wild Jordan center is
located in Jabal Amman,
off Rainbow Street.
From the 1st circle, go past
the British Council.
Take the third turn on your
left (Othman bin Affan
Street) and follow the road
until you reach Wild Jordan
Center (bldg 36).

Dana Biosphere Reserve
The Rift Valley Spectacular

Four time international award-winner for sustainable tourism
and Jordan’s largest nature reserve, Dana boasts a series of
spectacular mountains and wadis that extend from the top of
the Jordan Rift Valley to the desert lowlands of Wadi Araba.
As Jordan’s first biosphere reserve, Dana is famed for its bird
watching, archeological sites, and stunning scenery.
Explore Dana’s trails, offering spectacular vistas of the Jordan
Valley, enjoy the sunset from the private balconies of the Dana
Guesthouse, or absorb the stillness of the Rummana Campsite.

Dana Guesthouse (all year round)
Perched on the edge of Wadi Dana, this beautifully styled building
offers breathtaking views of the reserve, comfortable rooms,
traditional Arabic food, and friendly service.
It contains 23 bedrooms, most with private terraces; 15 rooms
feature en-suit bathrooms, the other 8 rooms share external toilets
& showers.

Activities

Rummana Campsite (March 15th to October 31st)

Hiking Trails

Experience exciting guided and self-guided hikes and trails
ranging in grade from easy to hard. Stroll through Dana
village’s terraced gardens and artisan workshops and enjoy the
warmth of the Dana locals. Learn more about Dana’s diverse
wildlife in the visitor center interpretation room, and enjoy
bird-watching from the Guesthouse terrace or the bird hide at
Rummana Campsite.

Handicraft Workshops

While in Dana Village, visit the Dried Fruit Center where local
women dry fruit grown in the centuries old terraced gardens
to make jams, fruit leather, and dried herbs. Also, don’t miss
the Silver Handicrafts workshop, where local women create
beautifully crafted silver jewelry.

The Nature Shop

Browse through The Nature Shop and find truly original gifts
and souvenirs. This shop contains nature crafts produced by
the local people from the different reserves.

Accommodation

Situated on a small plateau, overlooking the dramatic escarpment of
the Jordan Rift Valley, the campsite has 10 Deluxe and 15 Economy
tents, two Bedouin tents, an outdoor dining area, a kitchen and
shared showers/toilets. Each tent comes fully equipped with
mattresses, pillows, and blankets.

Dining

Traditional Arabic meals are provided.
Booking in advance is needed.

Directions

The 190 km trip from Amman to Dana takes approximately 3
hours. Starting at the 7th circle, take the Desert Highway (Airport
Road) south. After approximately 165 km you will come to the AlHusayniya Village. As you pass the village, you will view a bridge.
Prior to reaching the bridge, you will find exit signs to Dana Biosphere
Reserve and Qadisiya Village. Take a right at the exit. This road leads
to Dana.
Awards won by
Dana Guesthouse:

Feynan Ecolodge
Jordan’s Great Escape

Deep in the heart of the mountainous Dana Biosphere Reserve,
at the end of a rugged track, an idyllic candle-lit lodge rests in the
magnificent Wadi Feynan. Feynan ecolodge is operated by EcoHotels
in partnership with RSCN and it hailed as one of the best 25 ecolodges
in the world by National Geographic Traveler, the solar powered
Feynan Ecolodge offers an escape into an enchanting corner of Jordan,
rich in culture, ancient history and immense natural beauty.

Dining

Activities

Directions

Whether you are into a physically challenging adventure, a leisurely
stroll, a deep cultural experience, time off from the hectic life, or oneness
with nature; Feynan has something for everyone. The reserve and
its surroundings offer an incredible array of hiking and biking trails
with a variety of difficulty levels and duration. The rich archaeology,
history and culture in Feynan is fascinating and you can join a tour to
the ancient copper mines, partake in a cooking class, learn how to
make kohl (Bedouin eyeliner) or simply have a conversation with one
of our local staff members and delve into this remote culture. At night
you can lie down under a sea of stars and listen to a local guide take
you through a tour in the sky or share travel stories around our fireplace
in the winter in a laid back setting.

Accommodation

Independent of the electricity grid, the lodge’s limited electrical
needs are satisfied by solar photovoltaic (PV) panels. Bathrooms are
illuminated electrically whereas the rest of the lodge and rooms are
lit by candles.
An extensive solar water heating system provides each of the
26 individually designed guest rooms (all rooms feature en-suite
bathrooms) with hot water around the clock. By night, the internal terraces,
courtyards and passageways slowly come to life in the dancing glow
of hundreds of candles created on site by local Bedouin.

Enjoy healthy, delicious vegetarian dishes inspired by traditional
Arab cuisine that combine fresh local produce in a delectable way. As
part of its commitment to sustainability, Feynan Ecolodge strives to
acquire its produce and ingredients locally.
The all-inclusive stay includes breakfast, lunch and dinner. Lunch
boxes are prepared for excursions.
Printable maps and directions are available at:
www.ecohotels.me/feynan.
Feynan is located in Wadi Araba just off the Dead Sea Highway (route
65), a 3 hour drive from Amman, 2 hours from Aqaba, 1½ hours from
Petra and 2½ hours from Dana village. If you are not driving in a 4x4,
transportation should be booked for the last 8 km of off-road track
from the reception center to the lodge. Transportation is provided by
local Bedouin in their own pickups. All proceeds from transportation
go to the drivers to help support the local community.
It is also possible to hike to Feynan from Dana Village (5-7 hours).
Awards won by Feynan Ecolodge:

Mujib Biosphere Reserve
The Lowest Reserve on Earth

At 420 meters below sea level, the Mujib Biosphere Reserve is the
lowest nature reserve on Earth, and has recently been added to
UNESCO’s Man and Biosphere program. Its rugged and spectacular
mountains border the Dead Sea coast and are dissected by several
river-filled canyons that offer the best river and adventure hikes in
Jordan. Mujib’s complex river system and all-year water flow enable
it to support a rich biodiversity. To date, over 557 species of plants,
18 species of mammals, and numerous species of resident and
migratory birds have been recorded. Some of the mountain and valley
areas are difficult to reach and offer safe havens for rare species of
cats, mountain goats (Nubian Ibex).

Activities
Mujib Adventure Center

In the lower side of the reserve the breathtaking scenery and the
challenge of negotiating Mujib’s fast-flowing rivers make the
reserve one of Jordan’s most popular natural attractions.
Adventure lovers can enjoy a variety of activities like Mujib’s
popular water trails that attract many visitors from all over the
World during summer. In addition to zip-line, rock climbing and the
Ibex Mountain Trail during winter.

Hidan Adventure Center

Along the upper side of the Mujib Biosphere Reserve, you can find
the Hidan Adventure Center where you can start your canyoning
trip through the Hidan Water Trail. The valley is a permanent fresh
water valley, characterized by springs, waterfalls, water pools, and
biodiversity.
Trails are tough, exciting, and offer a chance to swim and bathe in the
cool, clear waters of the rivers. Hikers should expect to climb rocks
against the water flow and jump into natural pools.

*Water trails are open between April and October, while dry trails are open
from 1st of November till end of March. Minimum age for water trails is
18 years old.

Accommodation
Mujib Chalets (all year round)

Our ‘chalet village’ on the shores of the Madash peninsula provides
15 double rooms with some of the best Dead Sea views along the
coast. Visitors can enjoy private access to the unique salt waters of
the Dead Sea, with its extraordinary medicinal properties.
Each chalet has an uninterrupted sea view, shaded sun terrace, air
conditioning and private bathroom. The chalets are only a short
distance from the Mujib Biosphere Reserve Visitor Center.

Dining

Full dining services are available at the Mujib Chalets Restaurant,
offering a range of traditional Arabic cuisine.
Booking in advance is needed.

Directions

From Amman, the trip to Mujib Biosphere Reserve takes approximately
1.5 hours. Starting at the 7th circle, take the Desert Highway (Airport
Road) south. Approximately 5 km from the 7th circle, take the exit
on the right to the Dead Sea. 45 km from the exit, the highway will
merge with the Dead Sea - Aqaba Highway, past the Dead Sea hotels
area until you reach the Mujib Bridge. As you approach the bridge,
you will find Mujib Advanture Center on your left and the chalets will
be on your right.

Ajloun Forest Reserve
The Oak Forest Escape

Dominated by open woodlands of Evergreen Oak, Pine, Carob, Wild
Pistachio and Arbutus Andrachne, this area has a long history of human
settlement, due to its mild climate, dense forests, and fertile soil.

Activities
Hiking Trails

Visitors can enjoy guided and self-guided trails ranging from 1-10
hours in length and easy to difficult in grade. Visits can also be
arranged to surrounding villages, farms, the local workshops, and
archeological sites such as Mar Elyass and Ajloun Castle.

The Nature Shop

Browse through The Nature Shop and find truly original gifts and
souvenirs. This shop contains nature crafts produced by the local
people at the reserves.

Orjan Soap House

At the Soap House located in Um Alyanabee’ village, local women
use a variety of local ingredients, to create high-quality handmade
natural olive oil soaps named Orjan Soap.The soaps are all produced
using pure olive oil, combined with other natural oils, plant extracts
and pure essential oils.
All Orjan Soaps are natural and made with at least 90% pure olive oil.
This soap is used for all skin types.

The Biscuit House

The Biscuit House located in is the kitchen where Tasali Jordanian
delights are created. These products are handmade by local women
and consist of natural ingredients, some of which are produced by
the local community. Tasali presents a new spirit of Jordanian delights. Products include molasses and tahini sandwich cookies, olive
oil crisps, and energy bars.

The House of Calligraphy

Learn about the 6 most famous types of Arabic calligraphy and practice drawing your name in your favorite style. The House of Calligraphy promotes for dialogue between cultures and allows the visitor to be enchanted by the beauty of the Arabic language. You can
also personalize your own postcard or frame to take back home as a
souvenir while also supporting income generating activities for local
community women.

Accommodation

Ajloun Cabins (all year round)
23 Beautifully designed wooden cabins provide the perfect way for
you to experience nature with some added luxury.
Each cabin has comfort and style and is equipped with a private
bathroom and a small terrace that invites you to sit for hours enjoying
the soft breeze and rolling forest vistas.
Dining

Enjoy alfresco dining at the reserve’s restaurant with winning local
flavors.

Directions

From Amman, the trip to Ajloun takes approximately 1 hour and 15
minutes. Starting at the 8th circle go north towards Sweileh circle.
Go under the Sweileh circle towards Jerash. Take the exit for south
Jerash. Once you reach Jerash traffic light; turn left towards Ajloun
city. You will pass Raymoon, Sakeb, and Anjara villages. Just past the
Anjara village, there is a T- Junction. Turn right towards Ajloun city.
Enter Ajloun city and at the Ajloun circle, go straight towards Eshtafena;
5 km from the Ajloun circle, you will find the Eshtafena junction. At
the junction, turn left towards the Ajloun Forest Reserve and follow
the signs from there.

Dibeen Forest Reserve
The Wild Woods of Jordan

With rolling hills and deep wadis covered by mixed pine oak forests,
Dibeen is representative of the “wild woods” that once covered a
large part of north-western Jordan.
The Dibeen Forest Reserve represents the most ancient and ecologically
rich part of this landscape and extends over an area of 8 km2, providing an
important habitat for many locally and globally endangered species.
The reserve is the south-western geographical limit for the indigenous
Aleppo pine, as well as the driest area in which these trees grow
naturally.
Home to the Persian Squirrel and the best remaining Jordanian habitat for
the Stone Marten, the Reserve supports at least 17 endangered species
of mammals, reptiles, birds and plants, including several rare orchids.

Handicrafts Workshops
Dibeen Ceramics Workshop

Ceramics: functional little pieces of art. Enjoy our off-the-shelf line
sold with our various herbs and soap products, or let us design that
centerpiece you’ve always dreamed of.

Dibeen Embroidery Workshop

Hand embroidered items executed by local women as they embrace
the many possibilities of expressing themselves with thread. The craft
has a long and interesting tradition and has brought many hours of
creative pleasure to women for generations.

Directions

From Amman, the trip to Dibeen takes approximately 1 hour. Start at
the 8th circle and go north towards Sweileh circle.

Activities

Short woodland trails are available, as well as parking areas and
picnic sites with barbecue pits. Restrooms are also available for visit
ors. Dibeen is open from April to the end of October.

Pass underneath the Sweileh circle towards Jerash, and 27 km from
the Sweileh circle take the exit for South Jerash on the right; 6 km
from the South Jerash exit turn left on the traffic light towards Ajloun
City and continue for 100 meters.

Dibeen Forest Reserve is very popular with local Jordanians on
Fridays and Saturdays between early May until the middle of September.
If you don’t like crowds, it’s better to avoid these days.

Turn left on traffic light towards Dibeen and Jamlah villages, and
follow the signs to Dibeen Forest Reserve. It lies 4 km after the last
village.

Azraq Wetland Reserve
Oasis in the Desert

The Azraq Wetland Reserve, with nearby Shaumari Wildlife Reserve,
is a gateway to the Eastern Desert.
Your perfect choice for bird watching, Azraq Wetland Reserve, a
restored desert oasis containing several pools, a seasonally flooded
marshland and a large mudflat, is an important stop for migratory
birds.
From the walkways and hides, visitors get the chance to observe birds
close at hand, including local, migratory, and rare species occasionally.
The area is also rich in cultural history and has unique desert landscapes
of black basalt.

Directions

Start at the 7th circle, and take the Desert Highway (Airport Road)
south; 7 km from the 7th circle, you will find the Na’ur /King Hussein
Bridge / Amman east exit.
Take the exit from Amman east, continue 2 km. Turn right at the 1st
traffic light. Continue straight until you reach a roundabout, and
keep going straight for another 150 meters, then turn right.
Go straight again after the traffic light and take Sahab exit, and
continue straight (you will pass Sahab and Muwaqqar industrial
district on the way) and keep going without stopping for 90 km until
you reach Azarq Wetland Reserve. Follow signs to the Azraq Lodge.

Nearby Shaumari Wildlife Reserve is the first nature reserve in Jordan
and is home to RSCN’s breeding herd of magnificent Arabian Oryx.

Sights to see along the way:

Activities

Nearby sites:

Walk the Marsh Trail to explore the wetland; stroll past tall reeds
and open pools, observe visiting birds, or catch a glimpse of water
buffaloes wallowing in the shallow water.
Tour the reserve’s interpretation room at the Visitor Center to learn
more about the area’s ecology and the existing threats to the oasis.

Qasr Al Kharrana
Qasr Amra
Azraq Castle
Usakhim Castle

Azraq Lodge

The Eastern Desert’s Favorite Secret

The Azraq Lodge is a converted 1940’s British military field hospital,
located at the edge of the Eastern Desert, only a short distance from
the Azraq and Shaumari nature reserves. It has an authentic period
atmosphere, combined with a modern twist, and provides comfortable
accommodation from which to explore the Eastern Desert.

Azraq Educational Toys Workshop

Activities

We offer a wide range of recycled corporate material for you so that
you can show how much you care about the world we live in.

A range of activities are available at the Lodge, such as bird watching
in nearby Azraq Wetland Reserve, cycling or bus tours through the
Eastern Desert, late night movie showings, and Druze dancing for an
evening of cultural entertainment.

Handicrafts Workshops
Azraq Ostrich Egg Design Workshop

Uniquely designed, hand-painted and carved ostrich eggs, beautifully
crafted by the women of Azraq, using a special dotting technique on
infertile ostrich eggs.

Azraq Silk Screen Printing Workshop

Silk screen printing is a stencil method of print making in which a
design is imposed on a screen of silk, with blank areas coated with an
impermeable substance, and ink is forced through the silk onto the
printing surface.

Azraq Packaging Workshop

We make our handmade products stand out by using our own hand
crafted creative packaging. With no restrictions on shape or size, we
will create the best package to fit your gift.

Who said learning can’t be fun?
We have a wide selection of toys which both adults and children can
enjoy while simultaneously learning.

Azraq Recycling Workshop
Azraq Tailor Workshop

For the hip, conscious adventurers of today we have just the right
combination of products. Whether a camera bag or a water bottle
holder, Azraq bags are both handmade and durable, and have our
famous RSCN nature icons silk screen printed on them.

Accommodation

Stay at our 1940’s period lodge, converted from a former British Field
hospital, and discover a gateway to the hidden Eastern Desert. The
Lodge offers 16 fully-equipped rooms overlooking Azraq Village and
the extensive mudflats of the Azraq Basin. The Lodge is open all year
round.

Dining

Head to the Azraq Lodge to enjoy authentic local cuisine at the
Lodge’s Kitchen. Eating at the Lodge is a special experience as the
kitchen is run by a local women that prepare tasty home-made
recipes.

Directions

Refer to directions on previous page.

Shaumari Wildlife Reserve
The Eastern Desert Experience

Shaumari Wildlife Reserve was established in 1975 by the Royal Society
for the Conservation of Nature as a breeding center for endangered
or locally extinct wildlife. Today, following breeding programs with
some of the world’s leading wildlife parks and zoos, this small, 22 km2
reserve is a thriving protected environment for some of the most rare
species of animals in the Middle East.
Oryx, ostriches, onagers (an Asian Wild Ass) and gazelles, which are
depicted on many local 6th century Byzantine mosaics, are rebuilding
their populations and reasserting their presence in this safe haven,
protected from hunting and habitat destruction that nearly wiped
them out.
The Oryx and onagers can often be seen roaming freely in their large
desert grassland enclosure, and gazelles can be observed in their
own fenced areas. Shaumari’s breeding enclosures provide a small
“zoo” for visitors, making the reserve a popular spot for children and
school outings.

Activities
Shaumari Visitor Center:

At the visitor’s center you will learn about the story of Shaumari Wildlife
Reserve, its living habitat, conservation history, and biodiversity, as
well as live observation for the wildlife residing in the reserve (Arabian
Oryx, Houbara, Ghazal Al Reem, and Persian Onagars).
Visitors will also have the opportunity to discover a range of the eastern
Badia wild plants and different ecosystems.
The center has a restaurant, picnic area, kids play zone and family
friendly viewing areas to observe the animals, which makes it a perfect
destination to learn and explore part of the eastern Badia.

Oryx Safari Tour:

professional local guide will meet you at Shaumari Wildlife Reserve
in converted Land Cruiser safari vehicles. The tour begins with a brief
about the reserve and what to expect on your journey through the
desert. Midway through the safari, you will stop for a picnic and enjoy
a hot cup of tea while taking in the beautiful semi-desert landscape of
Shaumari.
Oryx Safari Trail brings you close to one of the region’s most
magnificent and (endangered) wild animals: the Arabian Oryx.
This large white antelope, with its long, pointed horns, is an icon of
Arabia and is thought to be the origin of the mythical unicorn. While
touring Shaumari, you may also see the Persian Onager, another
critically endangered species breeding successfully in the reserve.
While we cannot guarantee that you will see any big animals on your
trip, you will experience the special character of the Eastern Desert,
with its surprising variety of vegetation and subtle colors.

Directions

Start at the 7th circle, and take the Desert Highway (Airport Road)
south; 7km from the 7th circle, you will find the Na’ur /King Hussein
Bridge / Amman east exit. Take the exit from Amman east, continue
2 km. Turn right at the 1st traffic light. Continue straight until you
reach a roundabout, and keep going straight for another 150 meters,
then turn right.
Go straight again after the traffic light and take Sahab exit, and
continue straight (you will pass Sahab and Muwaqqar industrial
district on the way) and keep going without stopping for 90 km until
you reach Azarq Lodge, keep going until you reach azraq traffic light,
go right and continue straight for 6 km, follow signs to the Shaumari
Wildlife Reserve.

Join us
Rules & Regulations
- Protect nature: no hunting or collecting of animals, plants,
rocks, or firewood.
- Camp and climb only in designated areas.
- Avoid damaging trees and shrubs; do not add graffiti anywhere
within the reserve.
- Keep area clean, do not litter.
- Respect local traditions and refrain from taking pictures
without taking permission first.
- Minimum age to participate in Mujib water trails is 18 years
old and participants must wear a life-jacket.

Make a Difference
The Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature (RSCN) has established
9 protected areas, covering more than 1000 km2 of Jordan’s most
beautiful and endangered places.
RSCN is recognized as a pioneer among regional and international
conservation groups for integrating nature conservation with the
socio-economic development of local communities.
RSCN’s projects include a wide variety of eco-tourism programs, and
unique handicraft and organic food products. All of RSCN’s products and
eco-tourism ventures are marketed under the brand “Wild Jordan”
and the full range of our products are available at the Wild Jordan
Center in Amman.
RSCN’s nature-based businesses provide jobs tied to the protection
of natural areas and create improved livelihoods for underprivileged
rural communities. By purchasing any of our products or visiting any
of our nature reserves, you are directly contributing to the protection
of nature in Jordan.

The Royal Society for the
Conservation of Nature
The Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature is an independent
national organization devoted to the conservation of Jordan’s
natural resources. RSCN was established in 1966 with His Majesty
the late King Hussein as Honorary President. RSCN has the mission
of protecting and managing the natural resources of Jordan, for it is
responsible for protecting wildlife and wild places. Thus, it is one of
the few national organizations in the Middle East with such a public
service mandate.

Wild Jordan
Wild Jordan is a registered trademark of The Royal Society for the
Conservation of Nature.
Wild Jordan’s revenue contributes to the sustainability of RSCN’s
protected areas and supports the socio economic development of
local communities.
Nature Inspired ... Ethically Developed.
Wild Jordan Advantures at:

Tel: (+962 6) 4616 523
Fax: (+962 6) 4633 657 / 4616 523
tourism@rscn.org.jo

www.wildjordan.com

Latest International Awards Won by RSCN

